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LOVERS

First performed at the Questors Theatre, Ealing, on 
November 4th 2011 with the following cast:

Maureen                                         Wendy Megeney
Bob                                                      Robin Ingram
Anna                                                    Helen Walker

Directed by Tony Rushforth
Set Design by Bron Blake

CHARACTERS

Maureen, 46
Bob, mid 60s
Anna, mid / late 30s

The action of the play takes place in a section of a 
graveyard in the small town of Threshton in the North 
Yorkshire Dales

Time — the present
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PRODUCTION NOTES

Maureen, Bob and Anna speak to Michael as if he were actually 
present.

The stage directions are only stated as a guide, which the 
director, designer and actors can freely interpret.

For Maureen and Bob the text is not written in a precise 
regional dialect. Maureen has an educated Dublin accent, but has 
not lived there for some 22 years, and although Bob comes from 
North Yorkshire, care must be taken not to overstate his accent 
which might push the character into Yorkshire “stereotype”.
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